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By Katie Lamb

Foal Limb Surgeries

 Getting it  
Straight

It’s breeding season and right now thoroughbred farms across 

the northern hemisphere are bubbling with optimism that 

amongst the new arrivals of foals there’s a sale topper or the 

Kentucky Derby winner. 

But to get into that exclusive club in the racing world, it takes 

a horse that is the perfect storm of pedigree, conformation, talent 

and desire, an alchemy that is inexplicable. In breeders’ and buyers’ 

constant quest for flawlessness, some foals require a tweak, here 

and there, or as Cara Bloodstock’s Bernard McCormack puts it, 

“basically, there’s things that nature will fix, but there’s things that 

nature needs help with.” Sometimes that help comes from changes 

in a farm’s nutrition and exercise program, but sometimes that 

help comes from surgeries: periosteal elevation (stripping) 

and transphyseal bridging (screws and wires) to enhance the 

athleticism, soundness and longevity of racing prospects.

As debate swirls around the industry about these procedures, 

the frequency in which they need to be performed and their 

overall impact on the industry, few can discredit their efficacy to 

help horses reach their maximum potential in the sales ring and 

on the racetrack. 

What and why?

Periosteal elevation involves making two inverted T 

incisions in the protective covering of the bone at the place 

where the angular deviation is most severe. The tissue is 

peeled away at the edges in two flaps that are then left to heal. 

It is believed that the stripping releases tension on the slower 

growing side of the joint, enabling the shorter side to speed 

up its development to match the faster-progressing side. One 

of the benefits of stripping is that it is impossible for the joint 

to over-correct. 

Transphyseal bridging involves inserting temporary staples 

or screws and wires, or more recently, a single screw into the 

bone to create a compression across the physis (the segment of 

bone responsible for lengthening) to stunt its growth, giving 

the less developed side a chance to grow and match up with the 

other side. Once the bone has caught up, the implant must be 

removed, otherwise the joint will over correct. 

The operations are routine, but there exists the inherent risk 

of any surgical procedure. While transphyseal bridging does 

produce better cosmetic results, blemishes may still result.

Stripping and bridging surgeries were developed over 

20 years ago to correct horses plagued with severe knocked 

knees and bowed legs, and soon became popular with select 

operations which would treat a majority of their offspring. 

The surgeries are still regularly done, but many breeders are 

going back to the basics, preferring to take a more holistic 

approach to assessing foals.

“Over a decade ago, some of the bigger farms were really 

aggressive and would have 75 to 80 percent of their foals 

operated on,” explains Dr. Bob Hunt, a surgeon with Hagyard 

Medical Institute in Lexington, Kentucky, adding that by 

evaluating farms’ nutrition and exercise programs, “we were 

able to reverse that trend to facilitate a more accurate case 

selection.” 
Corrective surgeries have been branded as more prevalent 

for horses destined for the sales, where the pressure to deliver 

picture-perfect stock is high, and buyer scrutiny is higher. 

However, Hunt says that of the 500 to 600 conformation 

surgeries he performs a year, the number of procedures 

performed on sales-targeted babies compared to those being 

raised to race is roughly the same. 
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ALD
Although all breeds are susceptible to the development  

of Angular Limb Deformity (ALD), Thoroughbreds appear 

to be particularly affected – up to 11% of foals. Common 

joints affected include the carpus (knee), tarsus (hock) 

and fetlock. Growth retardation (Transphyseal Bridging) is 

performed either in young foals (<3 mo. old) with severe 

ALD or in foals with significant ALD in a bone after its 

rapid growth rate is completed. Growth acceleration 

(Periosteal Stripping) can be performed even after the 

rapid bone growth rate in the foal is completed.
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OTTB of the Month

This Month: 
Mighty Mariner 
(Seahawk)

Many Thoroughbred racehorses have 

enjoyed a second career as Eventing 

horses. The breed has the endurance 

and grit the sport requires as evidenced by many 

of the sport’s top athletes with thoroughbred 

pedigrees. 
My own introduction to the breed came in 

2010 when I had moved to Florida to train with 

the team in preparation for my sport’s ultimate 

prize, the Rolex Kentucky Three-Day Event. I had 

a horse but needed money for training so I took some advice 

and started exercising racehorses at various farms and training 

centres in Ocala. This is how I met Seahawk (his registered name 

is Mighty Mariner) when he was a two-year-old in training in 

Ocala, Florida on my first job as an exercise rider. 

A son of Chief Seattle - Miss Atlantis, by Pick Up the Phone, 

he was one of the nicest young horses I had ever come across. 

He was going through an awkward growth spurt with huge ears 

and gangly appearance but he moved with confidence. There 

was a part of me that hoped he didn’t want to be a racehorse.

As the weeks went by I convinced my boss, trainer Jimmy 

Miranda, to let me ride Mighty Mariner almost every day. 

We chatted about the horse’s breeding and about his owner 

and breeder, Jeff Tucker of New York, who often sends his 

unsuccessful racing prospects to second career homes. Tucker 

had bought Mighty Mariner back from a yearling sale for $1,700.

Jimmy had me pretty well convinced that, despite my best 

efforts to get the big bay gelding into the show ring, Seahawk 

would learn to run and would be a racehorse one day. After all, 

that was what he was bred to do.
Mighty Mariner continued to blossom in my eyes, but he 

didn’t get any faster on the track. Jimmy’s daughter was riding 

him in morning workouts but his times were not very good. In 

the spring of 2011, I was set to leave Ocala for Kentucky and on 

my last day I reminded Jimmy that I would gladly take Mighty 

Mariner if they ever gave up on him.
Eleven months later, at the age of three and still unraced, 

Seahawk became my horse. Seahawk went into full eventing 

training with me in 2011 and by February, 2012 he had 

mastered dressage movements, learned to jump stadium fences, 

written by his owner, Stephanie Rhodes-Bosch

and tackled ditches, banks and water obstacles in the cross-

country field. All of his re-training came fairly easily to him, 

mostly due to his wonderful natural movement, balance and 

his playful attitude. 
He learned to jump on the end of a long line, first without 

a rider, and then while mostly loose in the round pen. He 

was competing within a few weeks of his first mounted 

jump school. Seahawk has now finished in the top three of 

several national horse trials and he was named a 2012 division 

champion by the Jockey Club’s Thoroughbred Incentive 

Program for his second-place finish at the Waredaca Horse 

Trials in Maryland, a nationally sanctioned novice-level event.

During the winter of 2013, Seahawk and I are competing in 

trials at Florida Horse Park and Rocking Horse Stables. This 

summer we plan to compete in Virginia and Maryland and 

the goal is to qualify for international competitions such as 

the World Games or Olympics. I currently have the guidance 

and support of the Canadian Eventing Team’s coach, Clayton 

Fredericks.
Seahawk may have been bred to race but one day he just 

may represent Canada on the world stage.  CT

The Jockey Club Thoroughbred Incentive Program was 

launched to encourage the retraining of Thoroughbreds into other 

disciplines upon completion of careers in racing or breeding. T.I.P. 

offers sponsorship for Thoroughbred-only classes and divisions, high 

point Thoroughbred awards at open horse shows and competitions, 

a Thoroughbred of the Year Award and a Young Rider of the Year 

Award. www.tjctip.com

Stephanie Rhodes-Bosch and Seahawk. Stephanie was a member of 

Canada’s silver-medal Eventing team at the 2010 World Equestrian Games.

{Each month Canadian Thoroughbred will feature an off-track thoroughbred in a new career}
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